The Anatolian people of the 13th century were an unhappy, unlucky community devoid of everything, who felt deeply the kind of hunger which could not be endured for too long, and who were so helpless as to quench their hunger by eating the flesh of the dead during the famine at the end of the century. (Kurgan 1968: 207; KabacalÚ 1991: 23) (Kurgan 1968: 226; KabacalÚ 1991: 22) Despite the great number of hypotheses as to Hodja Nasreddin's historical personality, it must be noted that none of them is based on convincing documents or evidence. For instance, the Russian writer Leonidas Soloviof has claimed Hodja to be of Bukharan origin.
Uigurs and Uzbegs do not believe that Hodja Nasreddin lived in
Anatolia. According to the Uigurs, Hodja Nasreddin was from Eastern Turkistan; Uzbegs, on the other hand, think that he was born and lived in Bukhara. (NasrettinoXlu 1996; Çotuksöken 1996: 16) It is even claimed that he is a figure of fiction altogether, that he is nothing but a Turkish conversion into Hodja (Khodja) from the famous Arabian joke-teller Juha (Djoha/Djuha) (Özkan 1983; KabacalÚ 1991: 19) . Bardavid (1996) begins his treatise on Hodja Nasreddin: Hodja Nasreddin; Nars-a-din Hodja, Nastrazzi Hotza, Hioha, Joha-Juha, Juhi, Ceha, Cahan, Goha, Gha, Guifa, Moha, Yukha, Yoha, Djha, Djufa, J'Ha, Jinfa, Jovani, Ch'Ha, Jeha [---] The subject is consolidated by the following words: "As indicated by the types clustered hitherto, the anecdotes of Hodja Nasreddin is a common property of nations whose languages and cultures vary greatly." (Boratav 1995: 68) . The reason why these anecdotes spread along a wide geographical territory during a period of many centuries, is explained in the following way: 
THE VIEWPOINTS OF THE TWO COMMUNITIES
The anecdotes of Hodja Nasreddin are quite widespread, not only among the Turkish but also the Greek Cypriots. However, the anecdotes have been to a large extent passed on from generation to generation as part of the oral tradition and have not been written down. Still, what has been written down is mostly done by Greeks: in the 1930s, three books were published by two authors (Stavrinides 1937: 16; 1939: 8; Malta 1939: 17) .
The first Turkish anecdotes were written down only in the early 1950s in verse form. Burdurlu first published them in a daily (Burdurlu 1951 (Burdurlu -1952 , later he increased the number of anecdotes to 40 and compiled them in a book (Burdurlu 1965 ). His example was followed by Tekman (1954) and Hakeri (1956) . However, due to conflicts between Hakeri and his publisher, only a few copies of his books were ever sold.
Greeks know Nasreddin also as Hodja Aslant (Fedai 1996: 135-137) . Up to the early 1960s before the situation on Cyprus became complicated, Hodja's subtleties were related in humorous atmosphere. The Greeks would consent to the Hodja figure in order to belittle the Turks and Turks would reply by using the figure of the 'Priest'. After the strifes at the Christmas of 1963 the Greek and Turkish communities began to live on separate territories, and since the Peace Operation held by Turkey on July 20, 1974, Cyprus has been divided in two. Considering that the subtleties of Hodja Nasreddin aimed at making fun and belittling are still told in South Cyprus, we can assume that the stories of the 'Priest' are still in demand in North Cyprus. But it can also be claimed that in the aftermath of the strife, new types of anecdotes have emerged. An example to the point would be the booklet in verse by Kutlu AdalÚ (1971) that criticises the political activities of Makarios (the former Archbishop and President of the former Republic of Cyprus) in the form of the anecdotes of Hodja Nasreddin. Let us conclude by giving some examples of anecdotes from both communities: Turkish i. Tekman (1954: 33-39) Hodja enters a contest of wisdom with three priests and wins. (KabacalÚ 1991, No. 303) .
ii. AdalÚ (1971) 1. Hodja rides his donkey sitting facing the rear end, advising the Greek leader to ride like this, too, to be able to see what remains in his trail (reference to terror, a divided Cyprus, etc.) (KabacalÚ 1991, No. 181) 2. The anecdote titled "What if it takes?" (p. 12) criticises the Greek leader's indulgence for things that would not take root (KabacalÚ 1991, No. 124 ).
3. The subtlety "Let's See When the Stick Hits" (pp. 50-51) explains that just as the kids who made fun of Hodja were brought to reason with the help of a stick, the Greek leader, too, would be brought to reason (KabacalÚ 1991, No. 317) . Greek i. Malta (1939) The seven anecdotes found in the booklet describe Hodja as a person who would always be overcome by his opponent, belittled, helpless, the victim of funny situations.
1. When it is discussed in the coffee house whether a 100-year-old imam could have a child or not, Hodja intervenes and says: "Of course he can, especially if he has a young male neighbour!" 2. Hodja's wife establishes a relation with a man through a matchmaker. This results in abundance in the kitchen, and Hodja is relieved from eating just olives and bread. He relishes eating all the delicious food. One day his wife wants to test him and again serves just olives and bread. Hodja retorts by saying: "You, wife, olives and bread is not the food of pimps!" 5. Being unable to make a living by serving as an imam, Hodja becomes a boatman. One day a Pasha who wishes to have a delightful ride embarks on his boat. While the Pasha is trying to show off his wisdom, an unexpected storm breaks out. The boat sinks and the Pasha who, despite his pretentious wisdom doesn't even know how to swim, gets drowned.
6. Hodja has worked all day in the garden of his father and is completely exhausted, then he prays to God to send him a donkey so that he can ride home easily. Suddenly a donkey appears before him, but with a gunned bully riding it! He orders Hodja to pick up the foal and take it to the village. Poor Hodja, dreaming of riding the donkey ends up carrying the foal on his shoulders and getting whipped.
7. Hodja explains to the peasants how virtuous poverty is. The peasants, however, happen to be of the opposite opinion. One day a disaster hits the village and the peasants start looking for a place to shelter themselves from danger. In the end the disaster has made it clear that it is the peasants who are right, not the Hodja.
ii. Corfiades has a total of 52 anecdotes in his book. However, 25 of these have nothing to do with Hodja, 13 of the remaining subtleties mention 'Hodja', while 14 talk about 'Hodja Nasreddin'. Characteristics of the Hodja figure exposed in these 27 anecdotes are given below under different headings, with the numbers of the anecdotes indicated.
